*How to refill the HP8250/3310/3210 CISS with Ink Refilling Machine*
Step 1: Remove the rubber plugs on the outer ink tanks, and insert the ink tubes accordingly with the correct color order. As show in the picture(1)&(2):
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Step 2:Start the vacuum pump, in the same time, close the air valve. Wait for about 1 min, then turn off the vacuum pump, and open the air valve to let the ink slow fluently
into the CISS. As show in the picture(3,4,5) :
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Step 3:Insert the rubber plug back on the outer ink tanks, please split the tubes which connected the inner for about 2CM before place the cartridges down in the printer, do
this in this way can make it easier to set up the cartridges, You can see the pictures show in(6)/(7) :
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Step 4:When finished placing the cartridges in the printer, please take out the unwanted tubes from the cover for not blocking the printing paper come out by the long tubes.
Then check whether there have the pucker of the tubes. You need to replace the cartridges if the tubes have the pucker. As show in the picture (8)/(9) :
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Step 5:After set up the inner cartridges, please cover back the printer. Then stick on the tube clip 1 and clip the tube which with ink in the white plastic article. As show in the
picture (10)/(11)/(12) :
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Step 6：Please replace the rubber plug of the outer ink tanks with the air filters when in the printing.
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Notice:
1: Please keep the outer ink tank at the same horizon of the printer. The outer ink tank can not stand higher than the printer.
2: Please don’t remove the rubber plugs on the outer ink tanks when printing.
3: Please avoid the pucker when set up the inner cartridges.

